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ABSTRACT 

This paper considers the Rivlin-Ericksen fluid flow past an infinite 
plane porous wall with constant suction in slip flow conditions. We 
found that 

(i) the velocity profile is effected by the rarefaction parameter h1 

in the slip flow, but this is not the case in no slip flow. 

(ii) If h 1 increases the velocity profile asymptotically approaches 
the main stream. 

(iii) The main stream fluctuations cause the fluctuations in the 
skin friction. 

(iv) The skin friction has a phase lead (or Jag) over the main 
stream fluctuations as in the no slip flow. 

(v) If h1 is moderately high, the skin friction fluctuates in same 
phase with the main stream. 

(vi) When rarefaction parameter /z 1-+oo, certain members of the 
class of transient velocity profiles are of the separation type. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Lighthill (1954) has studied the effects of fluctuations of the main 
stream velocity on the flow of an incompressible fluid past two dimen
sional bodies. Stuart (1955) has obtained the exact solution of the 
Navier-Stokes equations for such an oscillatory flow over an infinite 
plane porous wall with constant suction. Siddappa (1973) has exten
ded Stuart's work for Rivlin-Ericksen visco-elastic fluid. In the 
present paper, we study how Siddappa's results get modified when his 
no slip boundary conditions are replaced by the velocity slip condi
tions. 

Basic Equations. We consider the flow due to a fluctuating 
main stream of Rivlin-Ericksen fluid flow past an infinite plane. 
porous wall with constant suction at the surface. Let y =0 be the 
wall. Let u and v be the velocity components along and normal to 

the wall. 

The visco-elastic equations to the problem are, 

v=-lvwl ... (!) 

=a suction velocity at the wall 

... (2) 

1 aP (OU )('() 2u) 0=- - - +2(2~+1') ··- -
P ay aY ay2 

... (3) 

where o. is the kinematic viscosity, ~ is the kinematic visco-elasticity, 
y is the kinematic cross-viscoelasticity. 

Bmm.dary Conditions. The fast order velocity slip condition is 

(i) 

(ii) 

u-~-('2:._~fi.) L (~11-). =L1 (~!!...)at y=O 
11 . oY \ay 

ll=V(t) I 
oU 
--~=0 a)' 

~ 
I 

.) 

as y-> co 

... ( 4) 

... (5) 

which arises because of the symmetry about the axis of the pipe 

through the point at infinity. 

Here /
1 

is Maxwell's reflexion coefficient. 
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L=µ ( 2;P) § is the mean free path and is constant for an incom

pressible fluid, and L1=( 2Jifi) L. 

The free stream boundary condition is 

... (6) 

Solution of the Proble:m. We look the solution of the equation 
(2) of the form 

... (7) 

Substituting the expressions for u and U into (2) and equating non
harmonic terms in the equation, we get the equations 

· ~o d~ ~~ 
- I Vw I dy =CJ. dy2 -13 J l'w I dy3 

and 

with the boundary conditions 

and 

d¢o/ 
¢o=L1 - I dy 

d¢ ?- at y=O 
<p1 =L1 __]. I 

dy j 

> at y=oo 
I 

J 

... (8) 

... (13) 

Putting ·IJ=l~:.Y , equations (SJ, (9) and the boundary conditions 

(10) reduce to 

K asq," dzc/'o qc/_·o-0 
dYJ 3 + dr/ + d·~ - ... ( 11) 

... (12) 
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and 

where 

I L1 lvwl R .., . 
Ji=----= are1actJon parameter 

(J. 

The solution of eqn. (11) subject to the conditions (13) is 

where 

e-mi 
<f>o=l---

1 +ah1 

and the other solution is 

where 

e-bYJ 
¢o=l--

l+bh1 

b~~L±-J 1=· 4K for O<K,,(;'.\; 
2K 

The solution of (12) subject to the conditions (13) is 

where h=lzr+ih; is given by 1.he equation 

... (_13) 

... (14) 

... (15) 

... (16) 

... (17) 

This is solved numerically. The tabulation of h for various values 
of K nnd A is given in table l. 
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Table 1 

k ,\ h, h; 

0 0 1 0 

0 ·25 1 ·0149 ·22754 

0 1 l ·3002 •62981 

0 5 2·1211 1 ·5421 

0 25 4·0533 3•5199 

-1 0 ·61803 0 

-1 ·25 ·65473 -·091307 

-1 1 ·79526 ·15962 

-1 25 •99861 -·019885 

-1 100 ·99991" ·0049982 

-10 0 ·27016 0 

-10 •25 ·28830 - ·20960 

-10 ·3J105 ·Ol36l9 

-10 25 ·31622 6·3228 x 10-4 

-10 100 ·31623 1·5811x10-4 

-10 1000 ·31623 l ·5819 x lQ-5 

The total velocity component parallel to the wall is given by 

[ e-a~ ( e-h"~, .· J 
u=Vo 1-l+ah1 +s 1-l~\-lif~Je''"t ... (18) 

Thus, the velocity profile is effected by the rarefaction parameter 
h

1 
in the slip flow. This is not the case in no slip flow since h1 =0. 

ff /11 increases then the velocity (18) becomes u= U0[I + seiwt] 
which is the main stream velocity. This is not the case in the no 
slip flow. Jn slip flow, because of the boundary conditions, the shear 
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stress at the wall " 0 is proportional to the slip velocity at the wall and 
is given by 

where 

and 

(
(Ju ) _po:: 

To=po:: -;:;----- -L- (u)11=0 
oY 11=0 1 

I rr [-a_ I HI i(rot+fl)J 
=p lvw uo l+ahr +e: e ... (19) 

... (20) 

... (21) 

It is clear from (19) that the main stream fluctuations cause the 
fluctuations in the skin friction. From (20) and (21 ), for moderately 
high h1, I Hi and e decrease irrespective of,\ (small or large). Thus, 
the skin friction To decreases and ultimately---+0 as h1---+oo. Hence, 
certain member of the class of transient velocity profiles are of the 
separation type. 

From the equations (19), (21) and table I, the skin friction has a 
phase lead (or lag) according as 0 is positive or negative over the 
main stream fluctuation (for certain values of the viscoelastic para
meter) as in the no slip flow. This becomes insignificant, if h1 is 
moderately high and the skin friction fluctuates in same phase with 
the main stream. 
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